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 Material  Length  Quantity  Purpose

 MicroPro Sienna Deck Boards  10’  6  body/ shelf

 MicroPro Sienna 2x4 8’ 5  legs/ shelf support
Deck Screws  3”  1 Box  screw the 2x4 legs

together
Exterior Trim Screws  2 ½”  1 Box screw the deck board

together without splitting
the wood

Black Paint (opp) Quart 1 optional to give legs colour

Recommended Tools

 Miter Saw or Circular Saw
Drill
 Sandpaper (150 grit)
 Speed Square
Safety Glasses
Measuring tape
Pencil

 Cut List

 Label  Dimensions  Quantity  Purpose

 Long (Orange)  Deck Board x 34”  8  Body Face / Shelf

 Short (Orange)  Deck Board x 18”  6  Body Sides

 Long (Yellow)  2”x4”x38” 4  Leg Sides

 Short (Yellow)  2”x4”x18”  6 Leg Top/ Bottom/
Brace

 (Green)  2”x4”x18” 2  Shelf Support
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 Building the legs:

1. Start by cutting the longest boards first. Place the short cuts inside the
longer cuts at the top and bottom and use 2 of the 3” deck screws to face
screw the boards together. TIP: use a stop block when cutting to speed up
the multiple cuts and ensure they are all the same.

2. Once you have one leg together, repeat for the other side.

Building the body:

3. Start by cutting the longest boards first. Place the long cuts inside the
short cuts at the both ends and use the 2” trim screws to face screw through
the short boards and build a rectangle box.
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4. Once you have built one box, repeat two more times until you have three
rectangle boxes. TIP: Lightly hitting the cut edges with sandpaper will make
the planter much more enjoyable to touch.

5. Attach the leg brace at the bottom of the body with 3” screws.

Attaching the body to the legs:

6. Place the body inside the legs one inch from the outside edge and use the
2” trim screws through the long sides to secure the body to the legs on the
inside of the box. Make sure you are tight to the top of the legs. NOTE:
Working with the top on the ground will make this process

7. Repeat this until all the rectangle boxes are stacked and then flip the
planter over.
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Installing the Shelf:

8. The green shelf supports can be installed by face screwing with the 2”
trim screws on the short side of the body pieces. NOTE: Heights may vary
depending on the height of the pants/ pots you are working with.

9. Simply place the two shelf boards onto the shelf braces (no need to attach
them).

10. Take a quick video for Instagram and tag @remarkableworks
@microprosienna & @Homedepotcanada.
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